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“Life begins at the end of your comfort zone.” 

--Neale Donald Walsch 

 

 

 

Selling a home and not knowing where I am going to live is an uncomfortable stretch for 

me.  Some days are full of hope and excitement when I think I found the ideal downtown 

rental in which to transplant my son and me after my daughter leaves for college in 

August.  Then, the new place I love becomes unavailable and my mind begins creating 

worst-case scenarios, like believing for a few moments that I may end up homeless.   

 

Other days, after cleaning my house for the fourth showing to potential buyers -- and 

hearing my children’s continual frustrations about picking up their rooms -- I question 

my inner promptings to begin anew.   

 

Change, whether it is physical or emotional, is never easy.   Even new lovers who decide 

to move in together or marry often feel some initial angst as they choose to blend their 

lifestyles, just as those who realize professional dreams must meet new challenges of 

their success.   

 

The truth is whenever we attempt to move forward we are often met with resistance and 

sabotaging thoughts.  Our egos want us to stay in the perceived safety of the known.   

 

Yet, there comes a time when the familiar no longer serve us and our souls are being 

asked to expand in new ways.  In listening to those calls, we need to believe that we will 

be supported in living life in bigger ways.   

 

Defining “bigger” is important.  For me, bigger is smaller physical space so I can live 

larger in the world.  I want more time to be with others I care about and share my 

expertise, and less time maintaining a property. 

 

 



 

 

 

The support for moving into greater simplicity comes in many forms.  On a practical 

level, I have received help from some kind and wise realtors in town who have 

generously offered their expertise while honoring my decision to try to sell my home on 

my own for a bit (hopefully to cover college tuition).  My lawyer, also a Topsfield 

resident, has been a great sounding board.  My friends have sat with me at my Open 

Houses.  Even a man who I have done some consulting work hosted one Open House for 

me so prospects could see my home without my presence as some potential buyers prefer 

the owner not be on sight at a viewing. 

 

On an emotional level, the continual challenge is learning to quiet our internal naysayers.  

Those that appear most frequently during change are: fear, doubt, impatience, blame, 

guilt and shame.  It takes constant vigilance to discipline ourselves with healthy self-talk 

that anticipates change will be for the better. 

 

“People who successfully navigate change know that change always brings something 

positive into their lives,” Ariane deBonvoisin writes in her book, The First 30 

Days…Your Guide to Making Any Change Easier.  “Every change has a gift associated 

with it.  While it’s natural to find change hard, it’s important to remember that there are 

two sides to every coin and that something positive will always come.  This is by far the 

most important belief to have during the first thirty days of change.” 

 

Stating that change is “absolutely unstoppable” she also recommends we move through it 

quicker by accepting it and knowing that it is an illusion to believe we have control over 

all areas of our lives. 

 

“When you accept change, it means that you take in your new circumstances without 

fighting, arguing, explaining, or asking What if?” deBonvoision advises.  “Everything 

that is right for you now is ahead of you, so change becomes hard when you try to get 

upstream to where you once were.  When change happens, we often longingly look back 

to what we used to have or what we used to be.  We don’t like where the river (life) 

seems to be taking us, so we make major efforts to stop our movement.  We cling to the 

rocks, we row vigorously back upstream, and that’s what makes change tough.” 

 

When we stop resisting, we create openings for the new to arrive. Trusting that we will 

land on a new shore that serves us better for this stage of our lives is the leap we all must 

make when we honor the call to change.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

I am expecting my new home will arrive in its right time and allow for my family and me 

to both ground ourselves and soar in new ways.  With gratitude, I thank each person who 

has made my walk through the unknown a little easier.   
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Gail Kauranen Jones is an author, life coach and workshop leader who has been 

guiding adults in transition for 19 years.  A frequent radio guest on Common Ground 

(a public affairs program of WZLX, Boston, 100.7 FM), she lives in Topsfield with her 
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